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Abstract

Introduction: A large proportion of prescribed drugs to children is administered orally. Age-related change in factors affecting oral absorption can have consequences for drug dosing.

Areas covered: For each process affecting oral drug absorption a systematic search has been performed using Medline to identify relevant articles (from inception till February 2012) in humans. This review presents the findings on age related changes of the following processes affecting oral drug absorption: gastric pH, gastrointestinal motility, bile salts, pancreatic function, intestinal pH, intestinal drug metabolizing enzymes and transporter proteins.

Expert opinion: Clinicians should bear in mind the ontogeny of oral drug absorption processes when prescribing oral drugs to children. Our review shows large information gaps on almost all drug absorption processes. We present exciting future approaches aimed to reduce these gaps: 1. a drug dissolution/solubility intestinal model (TIM) to study differences in oral formulations simultaneous with age-related changes. 2. Generation of in vitro data on the intestinal ontogeny of drug metabolizing enzymes or transporter proteins. 3. Using these and existing data for population and physiology-based pharmacokinetic modeling. 4. (Labeled) microdosing studies to determine developmental changes in oral bioavailability in vivo.
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- After a peak for the first few minutes postnatally, gastric pH remains around a value of 2-3 in children of all ages in the unfed state.

- Gastric emptying in infants appears to be faster than in adults until the age of 3 years.

- Proximal intestinal (duodenal) motor activity matures throughout the first weeks of life, whereas antral motor activity does not.

- Although there are clear clues of an age-related pattern for some drug metabolizing enzymes and transporter proteins in the intestine, the exact ontogeny still remains to be elucidated.

- In vitro studies (tissue drug metabolizing enzymes and transporters), and modeling and simulation using TIM, population pharmacokinetic (popPK) or physiology-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modeling are highly needed to increase our understanding on pediatric oral drug absorption.

- An important challenge is to conduct in vivo research, to validate these study findings, for example by using stable isotopes or microdosing to elucidate the ontogeny in oral drug absorption and to dose children adequately.
1. Introduction: orally administered drugs in children

A large proportion of drugs prescribed to children is administered orally [1]. Absorption of orally administered drugs may be affected by extrinsic factors (food and formulation) and intrinsic factors of a physiological nature. The latter includes volume of gastrointestinal fluids, the pH and buffer capacity of these fluids, contraction patterns, gastrointestinal transit, digestive enzymes, intestinal cellular transporters, drug metabolism enzymes, and intestinal bacterial flora [2]. Solubility and intestinal permeability of the individual drug will influence the impact of gastrointestinal (GI) processes on its absorption. A theoretical-based oral drug classification based on solubility and permeability characteristics of drugs, such as the biopharmaceutics classification system (BCS), may serve to predict which extrinsic or intrinsic variables will alter oral drug absorption [2-3].

As many of the GI processes change with age, oral drug absorption expectedly will change with age as well [4]. The current EU and US regulations aimed at stimulating the study of drugs across the pediatric age range, have given an impetus to promoting clinical trials in children [5-6]. Age-specific information on the processes governing drug disposition in children is needed for modelling and simulation approaches. Important progress has been made to elucidate age-related changes in drug hepatic drug metabolism and renal excretion [7-8]. In contrast, our knowledge on developmental changes in the GI processes involved in oral drug absorption is far less developed [4, 9-11].

The aim of this review is to present the available data on age-related variation in GI processes that govern oral drug absorption processes. We performed a systematic search in the literature using Medline. Reference lists of relevant retrieved papers were screened for additional relevant articles. We discuss current information gaps and provide suggestions for future research that may lead to develop evidence-based dosing guidelines for oral drugs in children.
2. Age-related changes in oral drug absorption processes

2.1. Gastric pH

Gastric pH is an important factor determining the stability of a drug passing through the stomach. Studies on gastric pH across the pediatric age range used pH measurement of gastric fluid aspirates and 24-hour intragastric pH monitoring [12-29]. Figure 1 displays the mean and median gastric pH values in healthy children in the first three months of life. The mean gastric pH in newborns minutes after delivery is 7.05 and within a few hours it declines to a pH of 2.7 [13, 28]. A less acidic stomach environment in these newborns after delivery is most likely explained by swallowing of amnion fluids, which is supported by the decrease in pH within a few hours after birth [28]. More than seventy years ago Miller observed a decrease in acidity over the first 10 days of life [30]. Many more recent studies report that the gastric pH declines already within a few hours after birth [13, 28]. Miller titrated gastric juice with NaOH and then determined the amount of HCl as a measure of acidity. However, Miller did not provide information on the acidity of the primary gastric content; therefore we are unable to translate this outcome to pH. Many other studies subsequently showed that the gastric pH remains low at a pH around 2 and 3 in children of all ages [12, 14-27, 29].

More rarely, gastric pH can be described in terms of the proportion of time it peaks above 4 measured over 24 hours. In preterm infants, this proportion ranged from 46% to 70% over a 24-hour period [31-32]. In children up to two years of age it was around 51%; in older children it was 34% [33]. The higher proportion in younger children might be explained by the buffering effects of milk formula, older children are less frequently fed and receive more solid foods [23, 25, 33]. 24h-pH monitoring reflects the buffering effect as well; in preterm
infants the gastric pH first increased to 7 postprandially, but then immediately steadily declined to a pH of 2 [23]. Another study showed a similar pattern with a mean gastric pH returning to a value of 1.8 within 180 minutes postprandially [25]. Apparently, during the day younger children tend to have more often a basic gastric environment than older children, although the mean gastric pH remains around 2 or 3 in children of all ages. Interestingly, this overview gives reason to contradict the widespread notion that absorption of gastric pH dependent drugs in both neonates and young infants is affected by high gastric pH [34-35]. Gastric pH may be high due to continuous enteral feeds, but is comparable to adult values when oral feedings are given at longer than 3 hour intervals. Children older than one week of age will typically receive such intermittent feeding, especially during the night. We have not been able to identify studies that compared effect of different feeding regimes (continuous and intermittent) on drug absorption in neonates.

The consequences of changes in gastric pH are relevant for acid labile drugs. These may be absorbed more efficiently in a higher gastric pH environment achieved by very frequent or continuous feeding regimens. Huang et al found that serum penicillin levels in premature and term newborns were higher than those in infants and children. These age-related changes were hypothesized to be either due to higher gastric pH in the first 10 days of life or to altered renal function [36].

2.2. Gastrointestinal motility

2.2.1. Gastric emptying

Next to intestinal motility, gastric emptying is a primary determinant of the rate at which drugs are presented to the small intestinal mucosa for absorption. Gastric emptying is usually measured by the following methods: gastric emptying breath test, scintigraphic procedure by
Technetium-99M liquid gastric emptying scan or the paracetamol absorption test. Gastric emptying time is reported in various ways: gastric emptying time, gastric half-emptying time or residual gastric activity at 1 hour.

We identified three studies using the gastric emptying breath tests. Hoekstra et al tested the effect of glucose and fructose on gastric emptying using an L-glycine-1-13C breath test in four healthy children (mean age 14.3 years; age range 12.1 – 16.0 years). Gastric half emptying time after fructose intake was 45.5 minutes (SD 4.9); after glucose intake 64.3 minutes (SD 2.4). Gastric half emptying time was significantly longer when fructose and glucose were administered together, that is 85.3 minutes (SD 7.0) [37]. The authors considered all values to be in the normal ranges established with other methods. Using the 13C-octanoic acid breath test, Perri et al found a gastric half emptying time of mean 121 minutes (SD 42) in nine healthy control patients (mean age 9 years; age range 4-16 years). These children had eaten a standard test meal (bread, ham, juice, egg), however, which hardly compares to a smaller fructose and/or glucose administration [38]. Hoffman et al subjected 22 patients with gastroesophageal reflux symptoms (mean age 13.2 years) to the 13C-octanoic acid breath test and compared half emptying results between patients with or without pathologic acid exposure (84 (SD 24) vs. 86 (SD 26) minutes) and with or without duodenogastroesophageal reflux (105 (SD 47) vs. 76 (SD 24) minutes) were compared. Results were not statistically significantly different [39]. In conclusion, breath test measurements for gastric emptying rate are highly variable and, probably for practical reasons, that tests have only been performed in relatively older children.

Scintigraphic imaging makes it possible to measure the gastric emptying time or gastric half emptying time as well as the residual gastric activity at one hour. We identified seven useful scintigraphy studies. In ten preterm infants (median gestational age 28.9 weeks; range 26-33) the median gastric half-emptying time at a postnatal median age of 9 days (range 6-37) was
60 minutes (30-180 minutes) [40]. Patients were all hourly fed although not receiving a standard meal size. The residual gastric activity at one hour was 37.5% (range 19-100%) [40]. Di Lorenzo and colleagues conducted a study in 477 patients across a wide age span; 291 patients with and 186 patients without gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) (based on pH and/or scintigraphy investigations) [41]. In children without bolus or acidic gastroesophageal reflux, gastric residual activity at one hour was around 65% in those up to 3 years of age; it decreased to 51% in the age group 4-6 years; and to 45% in children over 6 years of age [41]. Seibert et al reported an opposite outcome in children being evaluated for gastroesophageal reflux (GER); the percentage emptied at one hour instead of the percentage residual activity [42]. The percentage emptied at one hour was 48% (SD 16) in 44 infants (mean age 5.7 months, range 1-23) and 51% (SD 7) in eight children (mean age 9.1 years, range 2-14.5 years). When converted to residual gastric activity, values are still comparable (respectively 52% and 49%). Note that in the study reported by Di Lorenzo et al a delay in gastric emptying was not related to GER symptoms until the age of 6 years [41]. Cucchiara et al studied a poorly described control group suffering from diarrhoea and failure to thrive not related to gastrointestinal symptoms. The gastric emptying activity at one hour was 38.1% (SD 6.5) [43]. Miele et al reported a 43.3% (SD 8.7) gastric emptying activity at one hour in a control group of 11 children without gastrointestinal or neurologic disorders (mean age 5.6 years; SD 3.9 years; range 2-12 years) [44]. Describing gastric emptying alternatively as a mean emptying half time, Yahav et al reported 87.8 minutes (SD 22.9) mean gastric emptying time in a control group with a mean age of 10.4 months for which no other details are reported [45]. Demirbilek et al found an average gastric emptying time of 51.6 minutes (SD 8.04) in a selected group of children with GERD (mean age 3.2 years; SD 1.1); the selection might have resulted in bias [46].
To relate these results to adults, reported healthy adult gastric emptying times range between 56 (32-85) and 104 (49-126) minutes, for liquid and solid markers respectively [47-48].

Finally, the paracetamol absorption test was used in two small cohorts. In 15 critically ill patients (median age 5.3 years; interquartile range 1.2-6.5) who were food tolerant, it revealed a median 1.5 (interquartile range 0.7-2.2) ratio of time to reach paracetamol peak to the maximum paracetamol concentration (Tmax/Cmax) [49]. In 7 adolescents (mean age 16.4 years; SD 0.7 years; range 15.5-17.5) it revealed a paracetamol absorption ratio of 1.4 for high fat meals and 0.5 for low fat meals [50]. The evidence of these two studies is too limited to conclude on age-related changes.

However, population pharmacokinetic analysis applied in another study yielded a significantly lower oral paracetamol absorption rate in the first days of life before stabilizing after one week [51]. The lag time reflects the time to reach and permeate the absorbing surface of the intestine [2]. Considering that a lag time was observed after oral paracetamol administration only and not after rectal administration, it suggests that gastric emptying may be the primary determinant of a lag time for oral absorption of paracetamol.

2.2.2. Antroduodenal contractions

Antroduodenal motor activity plays a role in the gastric emptying next to fundic contraction, pyloric sphincter relaxation and intestinal motor activity. It can be determined by antroduodenal manometry which measures intraluminal pressures of the distal stomach and the proximal small bowel.

Fasting antral motor activity and antral motor activity in response to intraduodenal feeding did not significantly differ between term and preterm infants [52]. In contrast, the proportion of antral clusters temporally associated with duodenal activity in preterm infants was significantly lower than that in term infants. Moreover, the degree of association of antral and
duodenal activity increased significantly with gestational age [53]. In preterm infants 29 to 32 weeks of gestational age, the frequency of contractions, the number of contractions per burst, and the intraluminal peak pressure of duodenal motility during contractions all increased with postgestational age, resulting in a more efficient motility [54]. Similarly Bisset et al reported that both the magnitude and organization of motor activity increased with increasing gestational age [55]. Berseth et al reported shorter lasting individual duodenal cluster activity during fasting periods in preterm than in term infants, but duodenal motor activity in response to feeding increased similarly in both groups [52]. The timing of introducing food seems to influence the preterm neonates’ (28-32 weeks of gestational age) duodenal motor activity; introducing formula early (day 3-5 postnatally) resulted in more mature motor complexes than introducing formula late (day 10-14 postnatally) [56]. Preterm infants showed more immature duodenal motor activity response to bolus feeding than did term infants [57].

In conclusion, proximal intestinal (duodenal) motor activity in contrast to antral motor activity matures throughout the first weeks of life, with increasing frequency, amplitude, and duration of propagating contractions. Regrettably there are no such studies in healthy children beyond the newborn period.

2.2.3. Intestinal transit time

Overall, gastrointestinal motility can be expressed as orocecal transit time (OCTT). This can be measured by different techniques: hydrogen breath test, 13C Ureide breath test, radiotransmitting capsule, red carmine marker test or scintigraphy. Most common is the hydrogen breath test with lactulose as nonabsorbable carbohydrate substrate. This breath test has limited use in the general population, which may include hydrogen-non-responders. Also, lactulose may accelerate transit time by its osmotic laxative effect. Accordingly, Vajro et al reported in 11 control patients that the mean OCTT after a meal was significantly longer than
that after lactulose [58]. Although this method can be used to compare groups in standardized studies, it is merely an approach to the physiological situation of intestinal motility.

We identified four studies using the hydrogen breath test to measure OCTT in different pediatric age groups [58-62]. The populations were quite heterogeneous, but there does not appear to be an age-related difference in OCTT. In the whole age range from 1 to 17 years the mean OCTT was roughly between 60 and 110 minutes, as in adults [62]. The mean OCTT measured by the lactose-13C-ureide breath test was 255 minutes (range 165-390) in children from 3 to 17 years of age [59]. This method cannot be used in infants below 6 months of age as they lack the intestinal bacterial enzymatic activity. In adults the latter test was validated in respect to scintigraphy [63]. The lactulose-H2 breath test yielded a significant shorter OCTT than did the labeled ureide test, which may be due to the effect of lactulose [64]. Fallingborg et al distinguished small intestinal and colonic transit times with the use of a radiotransmitting capsule in a small population of 12 healthy children (8 to 14 years) [65]. Small intestinal transit time was 7.5 hours and colonic transit time was 17.2 hours. Interestingly, from the number of observations in each segment they estimated that the capsule resided in the duodenum for 8% of the small intestinal passage; in the proximal part of the small intestines for 5%; in the mid part for 12% and in the distal part for 75%. The small intestinal transit time of 7.1 hours is considerably longer than that established by the breath tests. The fact that the capsule, which was larger than 2 mm, was located in the distal part of the terminal ileum for 75% of the small intestinal transit time suggests a longer ileo-cecal transit for large particles. By means of scintigraphy Bodé et al measured a mean OCTT of 3.1 hours (range 1.3-6.1 hours) in nine premature infants (mean gestational age 28.9 weeks) [40].

2.3. Bile acids
Bile is a complex secretory product produced by the liver. It eliminates waste products from the body and it promotes digestion and absorption of lipids by the intestines. In preterm neonates the concentration of the bile acids was found to be 4.55 mmol/l in the first few weeks postnatally [66]. In 65 healthy preterm newborns the total bile acid concentration was consistently higher in those fed with human milk in comparison with those fed with formula. Concentrations did not significantly increase over a 3 week follow-up period [67]. Concentration did not differ between small and appropriate for gestational age premature infants [66]. Challacombe et al compared three age groups, i.e. 2 days postnatal (n=12), 2 to 7 days (n=8), and 10 days to 7 months (n=14). Gestational ages were not documented. The total bile acid concentration in the oldest group was much higher than that in both other groups, and at a value comparable to those in adults [68]. Changes in biliary function can influence solubilisation and consequently absorption of lipophilic drugs [3].

2.4. Pancreatic function

The exocrine pancreas is a specialized secretory gland, which secretes juice rich in HCO3- and digestive enzymes that neutralizes the acidic gastric contents and help digest food. Functioning of the exocrine pancreas is typically measured by the fecal Elastase-1 (E-1) concentration. The E-1 enzyme is highly specific for the pancreas and is not degraded during the intestinal passage. Age-related differences in E-1 concentrations were absent in a large cohort of healthy subjects (mean age 11.2 years (SD 0.5); age range 2 months to 52 years) [69]. Even as many as 96.8% of preterm and term infants up to the age of 12 months without known bowel or pancreatic disorders had adult E-1 values after 2 weeks of life, independent of gestational age [70]. However, up to 48 hours after birth none of the preterm infants had a fecal E-1 concentration of greater than 30 microgram/gram meconium, whereas 43% of the
term infants had normal adult values. This discrepancy may be due to either immaturity or insufficiency of the exocrine pancreatic function in premature neonates. However, the small sample size did not allow differentiating between these two possible causes. Deficient exocrine pancreas function as seen in cystic fibrosis patients was associated with lower oral bioavailability of mycophenolate mofetil [71]. This suggests an effect on oral drug absorption in neonates with immature pancreas function, but this has not been studied to date to our knowledge.

2.5. Intestinal pH

In comparison with gastric pH, remarkably little is known about the intestinal pH in children. Fallingborg et al measured gastrointestinal pH with a radiotransmitting pH-sensitive capsule in twelve healthy children aged 8-14 years. The mean value of pH rose from 1.5 in the stomach to 6.4 in the duodenum; in the distal part of the small intestine it reached an alkaline peak value of 7.4. The pH profile was almost identical to that in healthy adults. A broad conclusion on the development of the intestinal pH cannot be drawn as his small population consisted merely of older children. It would be worthwhile to repeat the experiment in other age groups [65].

2.6. Intestinal drug metabolism

Many developmental changes in hepatic drug metabolism and renal clearance have been well documented. Data on the ontogeny of intestinal metabolism remain scarce. What is known is that enzymes of the cytochrome P450, especially the 3A (CYP3A) subfamily are abundant in liver and gut and contribute to the first-pass metabolism of many orally administered drugs in adults [72]. Hepatic CYP3A forms present a developmental expression in fetal and pediatric
samples; CYP3A4 and CYP3A7 expression levels show to be age-dependent with respectively increasing and decreasing levels of total CYP3A expression levels [73].

CYP3A ontogeny can be reported as changes in mRNA, protein or activity level. We identified two in vitro studies on CYP3A ontogeny in the intestine. One studied fifty-nine histologically normal duodenal biopsies from children aged 1 month to 17 years for CYP3A mRNA by quantification and CYP3A proteins localization by immunohistochemistry [74]. The other studied duodenal biopsies and surgical sections from 104 children aged 2 weeks to 17 years and 11 foetuses for CYP3A protein expression by immunohistochemistry and activity by the formation of 6beta-hydroxytestosterone from testosterone [75]. CYP3A4 and CYP3A5 mRNA expression levels were to decrease with age. Showing expression levels were high in the first year of life and decreased thereafter [74]. This is in contrast with protein expression levels reported in the second study showing CYP3A protein expression significantly increased with age [75]. The discrepancy of decreasing mRNA expression and increasing protein levels with age might reflect a posttranscriptional regulatory mechanism that is not elucidated to date according to the authors [74]. Dissociation between protein and mRNA levels during the maturation process was already reported for CYP2D6 liver enzymes [76]. The location of the CYP3A protein in enterocytes assumes a maturation profile occurs. In the duodenal biopsies of children less than 6 months of age, CYP3A protein was detected in only half of the enterocytes, in the older children, however, CYP3A protein was expressed in all cells [74]. Moreover, the increase in CYP3A protein levels with age is mirrored with increasing CYP3A4 activity. It changes from undetectable in fetal samples, low in neonates and adult levels in children older than 5 years of age, as reflected by 6beta-hydroxytestosterone formation [75].

Intestinal CYP3A4, CYP3A5 mRNA levels have been established in pediatric liver recipients (age 0.1-15 years) at the time of transplant surgery [77]. Unfortunately the authors did not
study the effect of age within their cohort. Adult data show similar CYP3A4 and CYP3A5 expression levels [78]. This suggests that intestinal CYP3A expression does not change beyond childhood. However, because the range of levels reported in children was very wide, age-related changes from 0.1 year of age onwards can not be excluded [78]. Intestinal CYP3A5 mRNA levels were significantly higher in CYP3A5*1 gene carriers (expressors) than CYP3A5*3 homozygous patients (non-expressors) and observed in both the children and adult study. In CYP3A5*1 carriers, CYP3A5 mRNA accounted for 20-30% of all CYP3A mRNA detected [77-78].

In vivo studies on oral bioavailability of CYP3A substrates in relation to age are scarce. Our own research showed that median midazolam oral bioavailability in preterm infants (28-32 weeks, <10 days of age) is significantly higher than in adults (50% vs. 30%) [79-81]. This likely reflects developmentally low intestinal and hepatic CYP3A activity, as midazolam is a validated probe drug for CYP3A4/5 activity.

Interestingly, the type of feeding (breast milk or formula) seems to impact the developmental pattern of combined intestinal and hepatic CYP3A in neonates. In children who received oral dextromethorphan six times between two weeks and 6 months of age, the urinary metabolite/dextromethorphan ratio as a measure of CYP3A4 activity clearly increased over this period. Moreover, this increase was faster for formula vs. breastmilk fed children [82]. This finding suggests a differential effect of components of these milk formulations on the induction of intestinal and hepatic CYP3A activity in the first months of life.

The ontogeny of other drug metabolizing enzymes in the intestine remains to be elucidated.

2.7. Intestinal drug transporter

Multidrug resistance protein 1 (MDR1/P-glycoprotein) is a plasma membrane glycoprotein acting as an efflux system. Based on in vitro studies it is currently considered the most
prominent gut transporter [83]. It is located in many tissues and specifically within the brush border in the small intestine. Its expression is genetically controlled by the \textit{ABCB1} gene [84]. MDR1 action in the enterocyte reduces the bioavailability of orally administered drugs as these are expelled into the intestinal lumen. MDR1 protein can be localized by immunohistochemistry and mRNA quantification in intestinal tissue. In the earlier mentioned study evaluating 59 duodenal biopsies of children aged from 1 month to 17 year, MDR1 mRNA expression was highly variable and not related to age [74]. MDR1 protein was detected in all the enterocytes and was located on the apical surface. In the biopsies in children younger than 3 years, additional staining was located on a limited upper part of the lateral surface.

A possible age effect in relation to of the \textit{ABCB1} genotype was found for oral bioavailability of the MDR1 substrate cyclosporine. 104 children with renal disease (age 0.36-16.3 years) were grouped by age and genotyped for \textit{ABCB1} gene. The pre-hepatic extraction ratio of cyclosporine was \textit{ABCB1} genotype dependent only in children older than 8 years, resulting in corresponding differences in oral bioavailability. No such association was found in younger patients, which suggests an interaction of age and genotype on MDR1 activity [85].

In the context of the previously mentioned study in pediatric liver recipients, MDR1 mRNA was determined as well and results were similar as for CYP3A, i.e. the median MDR1 mRNA expression did not differ between children and adults, but widely ranged in the pediatric population [77-78].

Interestingly, in noninflamed duodenal biopsies of children with Crohn’s disease, MDR1 mRNA expression was significantly higher than that in normal biopsies. Expression of MDR1 was highly variable in both groups [86]. The effect of age was not examined in this study. The higher levels of MDR1 expression could have been induced by systemic inflammation present
in Crohn’s disease, which is likely to lead to an elevated first pass metabolism of xenobiotics used in the treatment. To our knowledge the intestinal ontogeny of other members of the ATP binding cassette transporters, such as multidrug resistance protein 2 (MRP2/ABCC2) or breast cancer resistance protein (BCRP/ABCG2), has not been studied to date [83, 87-89].

3. Conclusion

This literature review makes clear that GI processes that govern drug absorption change from the neonatal period up to adulthood. Consequently these changes could have an impact on drug absorption depending on the drug characteristics [3-4]. The review also brought to light important knowledge gaps regarding these processes and especially their impact on drug absorption.

Key findings in the research done so far are the following. Apart from a brief peak postnatally the gastric pH is about 2-3 in children of all ages. Postprandial its rise is due to the buffering effect of milk-based feeding. Especially in frequently fed neonates the pH may therefore be higher for a longer period during a 24 hour period, then in older children who eat less frequently. Gastric emptying time reported in the literature is highly variable. Standard gastric emptying tests do not reveal evident age-related changes. Population pharmacokinetic analysis shows a markedly paracetamol absorption decrease in the first few days of life, which suggests delayed gastric emptying. This delay could perhaps be explained by maturation of antroduodenal contractions.

There are no studies done examining antroduodenal contractions beyond the neonatal period. Intestinal transit time (in terms of mean OCTT) does not appear to be subject to age-related changes; it is roughly between 60 and 110 minutes in the age range of 1 to 17 years, as
measured by hydrogen breath test. The one study that used a capsule to measure OCTT showed a much longer transit time than any of the other studies using the lactulose breath test. This finding suggests that this latter test cannot be used to determine an absolute OCTT. It probably rather measures intra-individual changes in OCTT or differences between cohorts. A developmental change in biliary function appears to be present, with bile acids concentration reaching adult values around the age of four years. Pancreatic function appears to be sufficient in the large majority of healthy newborns, independent of gestational age. Intestinal pH has only been studied in a cohort of older children. Adult values were found in this cohort; therefore possible age-related changes remain to be elucidated. For a large proportion of drugs there seems to be a developmental pattern in CYP3A, which is the most important drug metabolizing enzyme in the intestines. CYP3A protein and activity levels were found to increase with age. These in vitro data are in line with higher oral bioavailability of midazolam in premature children compared to adults. Evidence on possible age-related effect on MDR-1 activity is contradictory and not elusive yet.

4. Expert Opinion

4.1 Information gaps

In summary, the main information gaps on the ontogeny of GI processes governing oral drug absorption have not yet been bridged. We need more knowledge on intestinal transit time, intestinal pH and the ontogeny of intestinal drug metabolizing enzymes and drug transporter proteins. The ultimate goal of research efforts in this field should be to predict more precisely the oral disposition of drugs in children across the pediatric age range. Below we describe some research approaches, both in vitro and in vivo, which are promising for future research to provide a better understanding of oral drug absorption in children.
4.1 In vitro drug dissolution/solubility model (TIM)

The Dutch Institute of Innovative Research has developed the TNO Gastro-Intestinal Tract model (TIM), a computer controlled dynamic system which mimics the physiological human conditions in stomach and intestines [90-91]. Parameters such as pH, temperature, peristaltic movements, transit time, secretion of digestion enzymes, bile and pancreatic juices can be adjusted. Intraluminal processing of drug dosage forms, including transit, release and dissolution can be simulated [92]. Removal of dissolved drug molecules from the intestinal compartments allows assessing the fraction of drug potentially available for small intestinal absorption [91]. This model has been extensively validated to simulate these processes in adults. It appears an interesting approach to test oral drug absorption in conditions with typical age-related physiological characteristics. Especially, the additional impact of existing oral formulations frequently given to children can be studied. It may also help to study the effect of drug manipulations to enhance drug ingestion by children (e.g. dissolving tablets in apple juice, apple sauce, ‘hiding’ in regular food, crushing, et cetera). Representative drugs of the different BCS classes can also be studied systematically for dissolution and solubility.

4.2 In vitro drug metabolism and transporter studies

The extensive studies on in vitro hepatic drug metabolism, for example by the group of Hines and colleagues could serve as an example [93]. Similarly, the ontogeny of drug metabolizing enzymes and transporters should be studied in intestinal samples from the different parts of the intestine and from children across the pediatric age span. New methods are quickly becoming available, not only to study drug transporter expression (mRNA) but also protein content, using sensitive LC-MS-MS methods.
4.3 Modeling and simulation: PB-PK models and population PK

The available data on age-related changes in relevant GI processes as well as possibly those from the TIM simulations can be incorporated in population based pharmacokinetics (PB-PK) software programs such as Simcyp®, PKsim® or GastroPlus®. These programs can then simulate fate of drugs given to children of different ages and provide guidance for age-appropriate dosing.

At this time, the usefulness of these programs is still hampered by the relative lack of physiological data across all age groups. Moreover, validation of the model is also still limited as we have little pharmacokinetic data to validate the model in especially the neonatal and infant age groups are scarce [94]. It is to be expected that increasing use of these programs will generate sufficient data to further validate the models.

4.4 Mechanism-based approach for in vivo studies

Another approach to learn more about the ontogeny of specific (intestinal) drug metabolizing enzyme and/or transporter pathways is a mechanism-based one [95]. The pharmacokinetics of drugs that represent a single pathway, studied in children of all ages, may provide valuable information on the ontogeny of that specific pathway. For example, determination of the plasma clearance of midazolam is a validated and widely used method to study interindividual variation in CYP3A activity in both adults and children [96].

To elucidate age-related changes in intestinal enzymes/transporters, independent of hepatic activity, we will need both oral and intravenous pharmacokinetic data, preferably from the same patients. At this time these data are scarce in children, even for CYP3A/midazolam. Full PK studies to determine bioavailability for a probe drug using a multi-day cross-over design are hardly feasible in children for ethical and practical reasons. As a major reason, children will not benefit from the drug but rather will experience the drug effect and risk adverse
events and have significant burden. Alternatively a stable-labeled isotope or a (very weak) radioactive-labeled microdose can be used [97-98]. In both a labeled probe drug is added to an intravenous therapeutic dose. Parent compound and metabolites can therefore be traced in serum and urine. This enables simultaneous determination of the pharmacokinetics of therapeutic IV and the labeled oral dose. It eliminates the risk of therapeutic effect/toxicity as the child already receives the drug for clinical reasons. A prerequisite for the use of microdosing in this context is that dose-linearity exists across the dosing range. For a number of drugs dose-linearity for microdosing has been established, whereas others clearly do not qualify [99-100].

Microdosing is a relatively novel technique used in adults. The microdose (one-hundredth of the predicted pharmacologic dose or 100 micrograms) contains a natural occurring radioactive carbon label (carbon 14, \( ^{14}\)C) which can be detected with highly sensitive methods as accelerator mass spectometry (AMS) [99]. Developmental changes in intestinal drug metabolizing enzymes can be delineated by investigating multiple age groups. Microdosing has been used once in preterm infants in a small pharmacokinetic study of ursodiol in the United States [101].
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Figure 1: Gastric pH measured in neonates by 24-h monitoring or gastric aspirates.

References correspond with references in the text.